Appendix F – Downsizing Recommendations and Regional Guides

Revised through 18 December 2006

Recommendations

If one wished to **downsize** the Guide for a particular geographic area, then we would recommend the following steps:

1) Using a list of the genera found in the area of interest, **bold** those particular genera in the Concordance;

2) Using the revised Concordance, **bold** those particular genera in the 3 different Skeleton guides;

3) Using the revised Skeleton guides, **delete** the appropriate genera from the Sub-Guides allowing the structure to partially collapse upon itself - hopefully any necessary changes to the collapsed structure will be self evident.

Regional Guides

May be **downloaded** as they become available from the Guide [website](#). Regional Guides available as of 18 December 2006:

- **New England** and **New York** by Diane H. Lucas.

End.